Hemingway’s Fly Fishing Products

Hemingway’s has been captivating the world for over more than a decade with a top quality, incredibly unique product lineup, “truly the finest from Europe.” Known for our extremely realistic fly tying parts, it’s a simple fact Hemingway’s is one of the world’s leading producers and distributors of high quality dubbing. An award winning selection of hand-made furled leaders and some of the most beautiful wood products available in today’s marketplace such as custom landing nets, and hardwood fly boxes. Hemingway’s is very proud that we are able to build and produce our products in house under the care and supervision of owner management and the dedication and hard work of our specially trained employees. This is what enables us to achieve and hold such a high standard of quality in each and every aspect of the entire product line. Hemingway’s is the industry leader in hyper realistic flies, fly tying parts, and what we like to call, “Extreme Fishable Realism.” Extreme Fishable Realism is an outstanding concept developed by the Hemingway’s design team, but has also been an idea and ambition that has fascinated the industry ever since the first flies and fly tying products were brought to market. This great concept incorporates the marriage between natural components, such as fur and feather. Synthetic components such as Hemingway’s ultra realistic parts -- to produce a superior overall look, durability, fishability, ease of use, and productiveness of the flies and fly tying products that you will find on these pages. By building these products, utilizing these great concepts, and integrating some absolutely amazing industry firsts such as, “natural-articulation,” “true insect behavior,” “real life-like movement and feel.” What Hemingway’s has achieved is not just an idea or design concept for the present, but a glimpse into the future of not only what’s perceivable, but what’s probable, now and for decades to come. “Created By Mother Nature, Made Possible By Hemingway’s!”
Evolution Stone Fly
Tying Parts

Evolution Series Stonefly Nymph
The Evolution Series Stonefly nymph is the next cog in the ever-changing wheel of the fly tying future. The Evo. Series boasts some of our most realistic, exciting, tier-friendly designs to ever be introduced into the world of fly tying. Hemingway’s product designers took a natural Stonefly Nymph and said what makes this insect so amazing and how do we build a fly that will imitate it as closely as possible. This is how they came up with this simply perfect design. The awesome features that make this series so real is the one piece integrated head, legs, and antenna thorax. A low profile channel on all abdomen and thorax parts so every fly will have an extremely low flat profile, natural proportions, and realistic movement along with a newly designed abdomen and tails. The redesigned wing buds and abdomen backs along with several new exclusive natural colors simply make the Evolution Series. The only thing we didn’t add were flames it just didn’t need ‘em. Tie a new Hemingway’s Evolution Series Stonefly to the end of your leader and let the fish be the judge!

Evolution Stone Fly
Thorax & Legs

Brown
HMG-ESFTL-01

Black
HMG-ESFTL-02

Clear Black
HMG-ESFTL-03

Yellow
HMG-ESFTL-04

Clear Yellow
HMG-ESFTL-05

Tan
HMG-ESFTL-06
Evolution Stone Fly
Body & Tails

Evolution Stone Fly
Buds & Back
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Hemingway’s **Realistic Wings** are the beginning of a new era in dry fly wings, they are actually one of the best ideas since the introduction of genetic hackle. They are incredibly tier-friendly and made of the most premium quality wing material in the world and built to well exceed industry standards in every way measurable. As a matter of fact we have literally searched the world over and you just can’t find a better balance of realism and durability. All of our wings are preformed, precut, flexible, translucent, UV resistant, water proof, and extremely durable. These are not just another wing, “They are the wings of the future!”

**Stone Fly Wings**

Hemingway’s **Realistic Stone Fly Wings** are premium quality, pre-formed, pre-cut, flexible, durable, transparent, waterproof and UV resistant, all ready to use. Available in sizes: Extra Small (18 pieces, 16 hook size), Small (18 pieces, 14-16 hook size), Medium (15 pieces, 12-14 hook size) and Large (12 pieces, 8-10 hook size). Hook sizes approximate. Come in most common fly shades.
Realistic Tying Parts

May Fly Wings II

- Super realistic May Fly Wings
- Preshaped and precut – ready to use – no cutting or shaping required.
- Easy to use
- Premium quality - extra durable and flexible material
- Waterproof and UV resistant
- Available sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

May Fly Wings II - 2 pairs

- Available sizes: M, L, XL

Yellow
HMG-RW-MF -01

Light Yellow
HMG-RW-MF -02

Tan
HMG-RW-MF -05

Dark
HMG-RW-MF -06

Light Gray
HMG-RW-MF -03

Gray
HMG-RW-MF -04

Light Yellow
HMG-RW-MF -02P

Light Gray
HMG-RW-MF -03P

Gray
HMG-RW-MF -04P

Tan
HMG-RW-MF -05P

Dark
HMG-RW-MF -06P
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Authentic replicas of real bottle fly, crane, wasp and bee wings in their appearance and performance in the water.

Made of top quality, lightweight, flexible and soft material.

UV protected, strong, durable and resilient to tearing and scratching.

Pre-cut and easy to tie, no prep work needed – simply tie them on by the provided tab.

Carefully designed to prevent tippet twisting.
Realistic Tying Parts

Realistic Set
Ephemera Danica Wings and Body

These incredibly realistic set was built with one thing in mind. To match the most exciting hatches you may ever experience! The Green Drake, Slate Drake, and Hex. are just some of these amazing Mayflies. When these insects emerge from their burrows they attract the attention of every living thing within a hundred mile radius. Most of all fish and Fly Fisherman become enamored with these giant insects. This is a must have for anyone that is lucky enough to live near or travel to any waters where these hatches may occur. Each set is hand made and contains at least six pairs of fore wings and six pairs of hind wings and six hyper realistic extended mayfly abdomen and tails. Make sure you tie a strong knot and hold on tight because these duns are known to attract some true monster size fish!

- 6 realistic Ephemera Danica Tube Body
- 6 pairs realistic Ephemera Danica wings
- Preshaped and precut — ready to use — no cutting or shaping required.
- Premium quality - extra durable and flexible material
- High floatibility hyper realistic tube body
- Available sizes - Tube body: S, M, L
- Available sizes - Wings: M, L, XL
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Realistic Tying Parts

Buds and Back
Stone Fly
Hemingway’s ultra realistic Wing buds & Abdomen
Backs are like a hi-def, 3D copy of the top of a Stonefly nymph. Made exclusively of a super realistic, self adhesive, extremely durable material that will have you convinced you’re looking at parts from a real insect. They are designed to be an exact match of size, shape, color, profile, and proportions of a living Stonefly nymph. Used alone or coupled with Hemingway’s other realistic parts they are as captivating and exciting to tie with as they are to fish. These products are not only designed to look like the real thing they also feel like the real thing especially when in the mouth of a fish. Use any of our parts floating or sub-surface you will find a winning combination that suites you, your style, method of fishing, and species your targeting!

Yellow
HMG-SWB&B-01

Pale
HMG-SWB&B-02

Gold
HMG-SWB&B-03

Gray
HMG-SWB&B-04

Tan
HMG-SWB&B-05

Dark
HMG-SWB&B-06

Buds and Back
May Fly

Gold
HMG-MWB&B-01

Yellow
HMG-MWB&B-02

Dark
HMG-MWB&B-03

Brown
HMG-MWB&B-04
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At Hemingway’s we don’t just make promises of brand new, awesome, cutting edge products - we deliver on them!

Introducing “Bug Flesh”, on the very top of that list. “Bug Flesh” can be fined simply by it’s name. Utilizing our proprietary body compound the product designers at Hemingway’s have make it incredibly easy for you to tie perfectly proportioned, profiled bodies each and every time.

Each of your favorite patterns from larvae, nymph to even dries. That’s right, even dry flies and emergers. Due to the fact our “Bug Flesh” material compound is lighter than water and with just a dab of floatant your dry flies will be floating on top, or your emergers will be rising up in the water column grabbing the attention of the most wary fish and causing violent strikes. Not to mention, no more ugly, bumpy or un-proportioned bodies. All patterns tied using “Bug Flesh” will have the perfect shape and feel because “Bug Flesh” is tapered from a fine 0.3 mm tip to a 2.6 mm end. It comes available in 3 sizes and 14 colors. “Bug flesh” also has a translucent, 3D quality that can’t be matched by any other material in the industry.

We all love the perfect body – so get started on yours with “Bug Flesh”!

**BUG FLESH**

- Black
  - HMG-BF-01
- Clear
  - HMG-BF-02
- Bordeaux
  - HMG-BF-07
- Gold Yellow
  - HMG-BF-08
- Chartreuse
  - HMG-BF-11
- Opaque Yellow
  - HMG-BF-12
- Pink
  - HMG-BF-03
- Tan
  - HMG-BF-04
- Brown
  - HMG-BF-05
- Yellow
  - HMG-BF-06
- Opaque Cream
  - HMG-BF-09
- Green
  - HMG-BF-10
- Orange
  - HMG-BF-13
- White
  - HMG-BF-14
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Stone Fly

Legs

Hemingway’s realistic Stonefly Legs are almost an exact match to the natural insect it’s extremely difficult to tell them apart. They are made utilizing a special process using a soft silicone based blend that looks, feels, and behaves like the real thing especially when moving through the water or picked up by a fish. You can be confident one of our foremost design goals is to produce products that fish bite and hold on to!

Stone Fly Body

Hemingway’s realistic Stonefly Body & Tails are made from a unique blend of materials that allow for a near perfect match to the real nymph. They are extremely durable, tier-friendly, and can be tied in many different configurations to achieve an incredibly natural look, feel, and overall realism!
Realistic Tying Parts

Stone Fly Tails

Available in 3 sizes: S, M, L

Golden Yellow
HMG-RSFT-01

Yellow
HMG-RSFT-02

Black
HMG-RSFT-03

Brown
HMG-RSFT-04

Tan
HMG-RSFT-05

Gray
HMG-RSFT-06

Hemingway’s realistic Stone Fly & Mayfly Tails are made using the same material and process as our other parts to give your flies that ultra-real look, feel, and movement. Whether tied into a pattern you have used for years or matched up with our other parts, these tails will give you a superior overall look and an extremely natural feel on the surface or below it, you’ll have a winner every time!

Mayfly Tails

Clear
HMG-RMFT-01

Yellow
HMG-RMFT-02

Golden Yellow
HMG-RMFT-03

Black
HMG-RMFT-04

Clear Black
HMG-RMFT-05

Clear Brown
HMG-RMFT-06

Brown
HMG-RMFT-07
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May Fly Legs

Hemingway’s realistic Mayfly Legs are made to match all Mayfly clinger species. From the smallest to the largest you can copy what is present on the waters you fish. Mayfly nymphs are a large part of a fishes diet and we have matched them perfectly, profile, proportions, size, and color. Coupled with our other Mayfly parts or just tied into your favorite pattern we’ve taken the guesswork out of it!

Available in 3 sizes: S, M, L and most popular colors

May Fly Nymph Body

Ideal for extended body nymph fly patterns

Available in 3 sizes: S, M, L and most popular colors

HMG-MFL-01 Clear
HMG-MFL-02 Yellow
HMG-MFL-03 Golden Yellow
HMG-MFL-04 Black
HMG-MFL-05 Clear Black
HMG-MFL-06 Clear Brown
HMG-MFL-07 Brown

HMG-MFB-01 Clear
HMG-MFB-02 Yellow
HMG-MFB-03 Golden Yellow
HMG-MFB-04 Black
HMG-MFB-05 Clear Black
HMG-MFB-06 Clear Brown
HMG-MFB-07 Brown
Hemingway’s Realistic Ephemera Danica nymphs parts are built using the same process as our other nymph parts but represent a very different species of Mayfly nymphs which are known as burrowing nymphs. The E.D. and other burrowing nymphs in the genius spend most of their time in their burrows well beneath the streamed. They will only become available to fish at certain times like during a pre-hatch, or hatching situation. When these nymphs make themselves available the fish will exclusively key in on these nymphs and feast. Which makes this pattern highly sought after and a must carry if you fish any waters where Green Drakes, Slate Drakes, Hex., Ect. may be living. Just like the duns hold on tight because you could be in the land of the giants before you even know it!

Ephemera Danica Nymph Legs

Ephemera Danica Nymph Body

Ideal for extended body and other Ephemera Danica flies patterns.

Available in 3 sizes: S, M, L and 2 colors

Cream Yellow
HMG-EDL-01

Yellow
HMG-EDL-02

Cream Yellow
HMG-EDB-01

Yellow
HMG-EDB-01

Realistic Tying Parts

Buds and Back Ephemera Danica

Ephemera Yellow
HMG-EDB&B-05

Available sizes: S, M, L
Hemingway's Synthetic Tapered Peacock Quills are made from a very thin self-adhesive flexible vinyl based material. Available in 10 colors each strip is tapered from an incredibly fine 0.2mm. up to 2.2mm. and 100mm. in length which will basically tie the body of any pattern. From the smallest patterns in the #20's and even smaller, to your largest patterns. They utilize an amazingly detailed gradient print which gives each quill one dark edge and one light edge you can't even get that from a natural quill. These are a great match for almost any pattern from midges, buzzers, and nymphs to your favorite dry fly pattern these quills won't crack, break, or split leaving you with a failing fly at the worst possible time. No pre-treatment needed our quills will change your entire view on the hassle of using quill bodies! Also available on a clear foil backing which will enable you to partially see through these quills to the underbody giving your flies that amazingly sought after translucent 3D effect.
FX Holo

- Synthetic tapered peacock quill FX is manufactured on thin holographic and fluo vinyl and cut to tapered strips 0.2mm x 2.2mm x 100mm with detailed gradient print for a more realistic pattern.
- Ideal for nymph & buzzers bodies - simply snip out a strand and wrap up the hook shank.
- The strands have a light and a dark edge, just like a natural stripped peacock quill so these look amazingly realistic.

Yellow Olive
HMG-STPQ-FXH-01

Natural
HMG-STPQ-FXH-02

Gray
HMG-STPQ-FXH-03

Brown
HMG-STPQ-FXH-04

Olive
HMG-STPQ-FXH-05

Red
HMG-STPQ-FXH-06

Tan
HMG-STPQ-FXH-07

Green
HMG-STPQ-FXH-08

Light Orange
HMG-STPQ-FXH-09

Yellow
HMG-STPQ-FXH-10

FX Fluo

Red
HMG-STPQ-FXF-1

Orange
HMG-STPQ-FXF-2

Green
HMG-STPQ-FXF-3

Yellow
HMG-STPQ-FXF-4

Pink
HMG-STPQ-FXF-5

Light Orange
HMG-STPQ-FXF-6
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**Tapered Buzzer Quill**

Hemingway's Tapered Buzzer Quills are made from a very thin self-adhesive silver or gold flexible vinyl based material. Available in 15 colors each strip is tapered from a incredibly fine 0.4mm. up to 1.6mm. and 70mm in length which will basically tie the body of any pattern. They utilize an amazingly detailed gradient print with gold or silver stripe. These are a great match for almost any pattern from midges, buzzers, and nymphs. No pre-treatment needed our quills will change your entire view on the hassle of using quill bodies!

![Tapered Buzzer Quill Varieties](image-url)
**Jungle Cock Substitute**

Super realistic *Jungle Cock Substitute* feathers printed on special durable synthetic sheets offering a perfect alternative to the real feather. There are four different sizes of feather per sheet and each feather image is outline cut for consistency and ease of use. Use them on buzzers, trout flies, lures and salmon flies. Also available one holographic sheets as *Jungle Cock Substitute FX*.

**Gammarus back**

The *HMG Gammarus back* are precut for giving your fly a realistic and easy to tie look. Use a curved hook, add some weight, some dubbing and a rib and you are ready to tie a perfect gammarus or shrimp imitation in no time — a true killer for both freshwater and saltwater fly fishing. Gammarus nymphs are deadly for trout & grayling and indeed for coastal fishing for sea trout or sea run browns, so a gammarus pattern is a “must-have-in-the-box” pattern when fishing.
Tube Bodies

Hemingway's has designed the best most buoyant, durable, flexible, and flawless extended dry fly abdomens available. Our design has taken a time consuming, difficult, and daunting task and made it foolproof and user-friendly. Natural insects can be easily, quickly, and perfectly-realistically imitated to their exact proportions and true profile with just the snip of your scissors!

May Fly Tube Bodies

Mayfly Tube Bodies are made from a material which is ideal for easy and flawless fly tying, perfectly imitating the true shape and silhouette of the fly. Flies can be quickly and simply created and they are excellent floaters as the bodies are hollow and contain air bubbles. When tied, they act like a buoyancy aid keeping a fly on the surface. Bodies are flexible, soft and easy to tie. They come in a range of colors, applicable for all stages of the Mayfly hatch.

Available sizes: Small bodies – 10 pieces per packet, Medium bodies – 10 pieces per packet, Large bodies – 5 pieces per packet

- Yellow
  HMG-TB-MF-01
- Light Yellow
  HMG-TB-MF-02
- Cream Orange
  HMG-TB-MF-03
- Tan
  HMG-TB-MF-04
- Rzav River
  HMG-TB-MF-05
- Djetinja River
  HMG-TB-MF-06
- Gray
  HMG-TB-MF-07
- Olive
  HMG-TB-MF-08
- Dark
  HMG-TB-MF-09
CADDIS Tube Bodies

HMG Caddis Tube Body is great for tying realistic imitations of small caddis, stonefly and grass hopper patterns. Available sizes: S, M, L, 10 pieces per packet.

CADDIS Pupa Tube Bodies

HMG Caddis Pupa Tube Body is excellent for tying realistic caddis pupa. Comes with 10 pieces per package.
Hemingway’s Tube Body Attractors are great for tying the ‘buggy’ bodies of terrestrial insects, small streamers and stillwater flies. These tube bodies have a metallic or iridescent tint and are made from several different types of poly-amine and polypropylene fibers. 10 pieces per package.

**Stimulators** Tube Bodies

Stimulator Tube Body is great for tying gold-bead nymphs, wet flies, stillwater flies and many other patterns. The body has a bright-colored visible tip.

**Hoppers** Tube Bodies

Tube Body Hoppers are excellent for tying very realistic imitations of grass hoppers and other flies with extended bodies. Easy to use. 10 pieces per pack.
**Hare’s Dubbing**

“Hare You Go.” Doesn’t get any better or more pure than our premium H.D. 100% pre-hand, and hand blended dub. Which basically means it’s all done by hand and it’s blended to pure perfection! One of the most popular and widely used dubbings on the market, and for good reason. It can be tied to represent almost anything that swims, crawls, floats, or flies. Our mixture is a special one consisting of only the best quality rabbit available in the world, and only the best most tedious blending method know to man. We also use a special mixture of guard hairs, long hairs, and underfur which renders only the best, easy to use, most superior product in the industry!

**Colors Available:**
- Natural: HMG-D-HE-01
- Amber: HMG-D-HE-02
- Black: HMG-D-HE-03
- Brown: HMG-D-HE-04
- Cream: HMG-D-HE-05
- Gray: HMG-D-HE-06
- Yellow: HMG-D-HE-07
- Brown Olive: HMG-D-HE-08
- Light Olive: HMG-D-HE-09
- Olive: HMG-D-HE-10
- Tan: HMG-D-HE-11
- Pale Yellow: HMG-D-HE-12
- Red: HMG-D-HE-13
- Cream Orange: HMG-D-HE-14
- White: HMG-D-HE-15
- Red Olive: HMG-D-HE-16
- Orange: HMG-D-HE-17
- Light Orange: HMG-D-HE-18
- Pink: HMG-D-HE-19
- Brown red: HMG-D-HE-20
- Light brown: HMG-D-HE-21
- Green: HMG-D-HE-22
- Old gold: HMG-D-HE-23
- Cappuccino: HMG-D-HE-24
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Czech Nymph Dubbing

This is a speciality “Hand Made Blend,” of natural fur and synthetic fibers especially designed for Czech, and Euro style nymphs but its uses go well beyond it’s name. C.N.D. is a one of a kind product consisting of superfine trilobal and pearlescent fibers mixed with natural camel and rabbit hair. This is what we like to call a pro-blend, the reason it’s called a pro-blend is simply because these types of complex hand blended dubs were only available to professional fisherman that had access to speciality blends or were willing to mix it themselves. Hemingway’s saw the great benefits and extreme fish catching ability of this wonderful product and decided to unlock this secret and offer it to fisherman all over the world!

Hemingway’s P.D. is one of the most effective Peacock blends offered in the world of fly tying today. It is a great substitute for natural herl and highly sought after by the most selective tiers looking for that extra edge. What gives this dubbing such a high standard of quality is the fact it’s medium/soft blend and perfect color mixtures give it a superior “3D translucent ultra buggy effect.” Peacock Dubbing is in huge demand because of its durability, versatility, and that it can help you tackle any fly tying challenge from the classics, to the most modern twenty-first century patterns. We guarantee this will be one of you new goto’s!
**ICE Dubbing**

UV Ice Dubbing offers all the same great features as our ice dubbing like, ease of use, fishability, and catch-ability, but kicks things up a notch to a whole new level. We also add our amazing UV fibers to the mix. This new age dubbing is a must have for anyone that ties twenty-first century patterns. It’s also right at home putting a new look, feel, and spin on any of the classics. Hemingway’s UV Ice is a must have, and a definite home run!

---

**UV ICE Dubbing**

UV Ice Dubbing is some of the most affective highly sought after dubbing on today’s market. Whatever your trying to imitate, it will give you that natural effect. A hatching insect, or the shine of the scales on a baitfish. This dubbing will offer your flies that extra edge. The uses of this product are truly endless. Built of a special blend, this mylar based material was specially designed with a fine fiber base for extreme ease of use, and an overall realism. This one will definitely find its way to the top of your tying kit!
All Round Dubbing is one of our most popular dubbings and really lives up to its name. A.R.D. is a synthetic nylon which makes it extremely light weight, water resistant, and very easy to use for any application especially “dry,” or floating flies. It also has a close resemblance to natural fur and tends to lend itself well to almost any pattern you can imagine. A.R.D is so versatile you can be sure you will find the right color or shade to match that special go to pattern in your fly box!

Starlite Dubbing is a blend of very fine Mylar type material and fine polyamide fiber. It can be formed into hanks and used for big streamers or cut for dubbing small flies. Works very well with most other materials for dubbing and it doesn’t absorb water, so large flies don’t get heavier.
**Beaver Plus Dubbing**

Beaver Plus Dubbing is recognized by all tiers as one of the finest natural furs for tying dry or floating flies. Our special blend of the finest Beaver underfur and just the smallest hint of superfine Trilobal fibers has been sought after by the most selective tiers from all over the world to make their dry fly patterns extremely buoyant, water resistant, and to add that special unique touch to their most delicate patterns!

**Frosty Dubbing**

Frosty Dubbing is an extremely awesome blend of very soft, very long, very translucent, totally synthetic fibers. This dubbing was especially designed to have just the right amount of natural sparkle and reflectiveness without being overly flashy or having to much bling. The tier will find this dubbing very easy to work with, blend, and even use in ways that would be considered unconventional for most other dubbing. F.D. is highly effective for just about any and every application. Its uses range from tiny nymphs, and streamers to the largest of Pike, Musky, and Salt Water patterns. This is a must have for anyone that enjoys flexibility in their materials!
Deer Hair Dubbing

Deer Hair Dubbing is extremely unique, highly sought after, and simply one of the hottest dubbings in the modern world of fly tying today. It's a secret mixture of cut, curled, and dyed winter deer hair mixed to hi-floating perfection. This blend is so versatile it can be use to tie everything from heads, legs, and antenna on dry flies, to gills, legs, and bodies, on nymphs, emergers, even midges, and just about anything else you let your imagination run with! "It's all that and a bag of caddis larva!!!"

UV Dubbing

UV Dubbing is quickly becoming one of the most popular concepts in the modern world of fly tying/fishing and for good reason. Our UV offers a fine synthetic blend of sparkle and superfine diameter UV fibers that is different and boasts a higher quality, non-plastic feel, and far superior ease of use in comparison to any other UV dubbing on the market. Our UV will attract fish in any light day or night. Water color, clarity and depth are no problem. It has been tested under the best and worst of conditions and cuts through the toughest challenges to keep you hooked up! (Check out the other dubbings and products featuring Hemingway's UV)
Hare's Dubbing is an extremely well designed blend of the finest Hares mask, spiky guard hairs, and soft underfur with just the perfect touch of a fine secret sparkle fibers to add a realistic translucency and just the right amount of shimmer to easily and effectively match all your subsurface patterns like nymphs, emergers, and wets. Basically this dubbing was built to represent and imitate the qualities of the exoskeleton of an insect or “Bug Skin!”

Hare's Plus Dubbing Plus UV is very similar to our Hare Plus blend in fact it incorporates basically all the same great qualities except for the the addition of our speciality UV fibers. By adding our UV fibers to this already great blend has put it into a category all its own. The versatility, attractiveness, and catch-ability, of this amazing product will have you tying it into your favorite patterns!
Dubbing Box Travel

All Round Mix 1
HMG-DD-01

All Round Mix 2
HMG-DD-02

Hare Plus UV
HMG-DD-03

Frosty
HMG-DD-04

UV
HMG-DD-05

Hare Plus
HMG-DD-06
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Peacock Dubbing Brush are handmade brushes that incorporate our amazing Peacock Dubbing blend into an extremely durable, easy to use, and very buggy way to tie any fly from body to head. Beginner to expert our brushes are a no brainer they make tying fun, easy, and fast! Each brush is 15cm in length and are available in packs of 10.
Czech Nymph Dubbing Brush is a hand-made dubbing blend for Czech nymphs in 20 popular colours. It consists of rabbit, fine Trilobal fiber, hare’s hair, and fine pearlescent fibers. These 15 cm long dubbing brushes are very easy to use and come in 10 pieces per pack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light yellow</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold yellow</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartreuse</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Olive</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluo Pink</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Brown</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Olive</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Orange</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Orange</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Pink</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>HMG-DB-CN-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hemingway's Streamer Fibers are specially designed synthetic fibers that are made to precisely mimic the body of any baitfish. These fibers are specifically developed to keep your patterns water resistant and lightweight. We know it's important to reserve your energy for fighting those monster fish, not wasting it on casting those big heavy water logged flies. The versatility of this material is also one of its greatest qualities you can tie anything from the tiniest trout and panfish flies to the biggest Salmon, Steelhead, and Saltwater patterns! (All of our Streamer Fibers can be colored with permanent markers, or sprayed to achieve any custom pattern or design)

Streamers are specially designed synthetic fibers that are made to precisely mimic the body of any baitfish. These fibers are specifically developed to keep your patterns water resistant and lightweight. We know it’s important to reserve your energy for fighting those monster fish, not wasting it on casting those big heavy water logged flies. The versatility of this material is also one of its greatest qualities you can tie anything from the tiniest trout and panfish flies to the biggest Salmon, Steelhead, and Saltwater patterns! (All of our Streamer Fibers can be colored with permanent markers, or sprayed to achieve any custom pattern or design)

Flash Blend Streamer Fiber is the perfect blend of Hemingway’s Streamer Fiber and a unique flashy angel hair fiber that gives our Flash Blend all of the natural shine of bait fish scales. This awesome blend has all the water shedding capabilities of our original Streamer Fibre and is just as user-friendly. No matter what technique you chose to use it is very easy to achieve that widely sought after tapered look. Short and plump or long and skinny this material is very well suited for tying any and all types of streamers fresh or salt!
**Streamer Fibers Predator**

**Hemingway’s Predator** is a must have for oversized flies, and toothy fish. This specially designed material is formulated to be ultra tough but also have an extreme suppleness and amazing translucent quality to match the natural look and movement of the desired prey species. Available in 14 popular colors and made to withstand fish after toothy fish. Measuring at a unheard of 40cm. in length P.B. was designed to shed water on your backcast keeping your biggest, longest flies super light and extremely easy to cast saving wear and tear on your most important piece of equipment your arm!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light Brown</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar White</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Ocean</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Sky</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Brown</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Olive</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan</td>
<td>HMG-SFP-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Para Post Wing**

**Para Post Wing** is a specially designed material for parachute posts, loops wings, emergers, and split wing dry flies. This post material is some of the finest offered on todays market and can improve any pattern where Para post is called for. In fact the uses are almost endless!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>HMG-PPW-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartreuse</td>
<td>HMG-PPW-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>HMG-PPW-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>HMG-PPW-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Brown</td>
<td>HMG-PPW-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>HMG-PPW-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>HMG-PPW-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
<td>HMG-PPW-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Flash Back Foil**

**Hemingway’s Flash Back Foil** is a 3D, shimmering, semi-translucent foil that takes on a whole new level of color and gives a new meaning to the term flash back foil it is literally heads and tails above the rest. Add this beautifully designed product to your favorite nymphs and emergers and let the fish be the judge!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Pearl</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Pearl</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mint</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacock</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lime</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>HMG-FBF-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Streamer Brush Hairy Rubber

Hairy Rubber Brush is a versatile brush that can be tied into a fly for targeting everything from trout to tarpon. With this brush, it is easy to accomplish the fly you will have in your mind. Featuring very fine and strong rubber legs with the inner core of the Streamer Fibers and a touch of flash, it is sure to bring your flies to life. Two per pack.

- Black Pink: HMG-SBHR-01
- Light Brown: HMG-SBHR-02
- Red: HMG-SBHR-03
- Olive: HMG-SBHR-04
- Orange: HMG-SBHR-05
- Green: HMG-SBHR-06
- Yellow: HMG-SBHR-07
- Black: HMG-SBHR-08
- Tan: HMG-SBHR-09

Streamer Brush with micro legs: HMG-SBML
Streamer Brush Hairy Rubber: HMG-SBHR
Streamer Brush Flash Bland: HMG-SBFB

Olive
HMG-SBHR-04

www.hemingway-s.com
Streamer Brush W. Micro Legs

Brush with micro legs  2.5” wide, 10” length
This is a pre-made wire dubbing brush made from Streamer Fibers with a hint of flash and tiny micro legs. Streamer Brush with Micro Legs is great for tying crabs, shrimps and building bulky heads on baitfish profiles. This brush has great movement in the water making it ideal for experimenting with new patterns as it is so easy to use. Two per pack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Orange</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redish</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Olive</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Brown</td>
<td>HMG-SBWML-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Streamer Brush  Flash Blend

Flesh blend  2.5” wide, 10” length
Great for Steelhead, Salmon, Trout and any predatory flies that cross your mind. A sparse blend of Streamer Fibers with the right amount of Angel hair will allow you to build translucent, full motion, enhanced profile and robust features in your favorite fly. Two per pack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive</td>
<td>HMG-SBF-09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Outer Tube**

- The 3.0mm Outer Tube is a flexible tube manufactured from the same material as the other tubes in the Hemingway’s range. The tubes have been tested down to sub-zero temperatures to ensure that they will not crack or break when cold.
- The inner diameter of the 3.0mm tube is manufactured to be compatible with the 1.8mm Hemingway’s Inner Tube.
- Individual Tube Length: 200mm

**Inner Tube**

- The 1.8mm Inner Tube is a flexible tube manufactured from the same material as the other tubes in the Hemingway’s range. The tubes have been tested down to sub-zero temperatures to ensure that they will not crack or break when cold.
- The outside diameter of the 1.8mm tube is manufactured to be compatible with the 3.0mm Hemingway’s Outer Tube for standard tube flies or can be used on its own for smaller tube fly patterns.
- Individual Tube Length: 200mm
- Colour: Clear, Fluo Orange, Fluo yellow, Fluo Green, Fluo Pink, White, Black ....

**Junction Tube**

- Soft PVC has been designed to fit on to the Brass US tubing,
- Outer and Inner Hemingway’s tube and also to use with free swimming hooks.
- Use with the bottle tubes as well to add a focal point.
- Size 2mm and 3mm
- Colour: Fluo Orange, Fluo Yellow, Fluo Green, Fluo Pink, Olive, Clear
SPOOLING MATERIALS

Standard thread

The standard tying thread used by most fly tyers. It is characterized by a particularly rough surface, which renders it suitable for tying any type of dubbing. It has excellent tensile strength in relation to its size.

Size 3/0 - spool of 100 yds (91m) - is suitable for tying large bodies, and can be used on #6 to #10 hooks

Size 6/0 - spool of 100 yds (91m) - is suitable for tying uniform bodies, and can be used on #10 to #14 hooks

Size 8/0 - spool of 100 yds (91m) - is suitable for tying thin and uniform bodies, and can be used on #16 to #24 hooks

Twisted

Special continuous-filament, high-tenacity, twisted tying thread, with an optimal tensile strength in relation to its size. A thread that's particularly suitable for slot patterns; once the two strands have been opened, they return to their original twisted position virtually automatically.

Size 6/0 - spool of 100 yds (91m) - recommended for use on #10 to #14 hooks.

Size 8/0 - spool of 100 yds (91m) - recommended for use on #14 to #18 hooks.
**Body Thread**

- A super quality single strand poly floss.
- Very strong for its diameter.
- It is used primarily for under body and external body areas.
- Spool: 50 yds.

**Fluo thread**

- A super quality single strand multi-filament poly floss
- Fluo thread is a set of 5 fluorescent coloured threads designed for creating various fly effects as coloured bodies, tops, heads or ribbing.
- Spool: 50 yds.
Holo Flat Tinsel

- Flat film with holographic effects created using lasers. Recommended for use as subtle ribbing in order to add brightness and enhance the natural materials.
- Spool of 15 mt.

Micro Glint

- Micro Glint, a metallic fly tying thread - Superb for tying buzzers, small nymphs and dry flies.
- Micro Glint, fine multi-strand iridescent spooled threads. Micro Glint, sometimes called metallic thread, is superb for tying buzzers or used for ribbing small nymphs and dry flies. Micro Glint is made up of a fine metallic strand which is protected by Antron fibre. Use Micro Glint also as a fine tying thread. Available in 23 colours.
- Micro Glint 30 metre reels.
„Hemingway’s hooks feature tempered, high carbon steel for incredible tensile strength and high corrosion resistance. For clean penetration and a quick, secure set every time, use Hemingway’s hooks and catch more fish!“
**H 118 Dry Fly & Curved Nymph**
- Eye - Straight
- Wire - Standard
- Length - 3 x Long
- Bend - Special
- Forged
- Finish - L. Bronze

**H 122 Shrimp & Pupae Fly**
- Continued Bend
- Turned Down Eye
- Micro Barb
- Standard Shank
- Forged
- Black Nickel

**H 123 Dry Fly**
- Round Bend
- Turned Down Eye
- Micro Barb
- Forged
- Black Nickel

**H 125 Dry Fly**
- Sproat Bend
- Turned Down Eye
- 1 x Short Shank
- 2 x Fine Wire
- Forged
- Black Nickel

**SHRIMP & PUPAE FLY**
- Size: 10
- Cty: 10
- Art. No: H122
- Continued Bend • Turned Down Eye • Micro Barb
- Standard Shank • Forged • Black Nickel

**DRY FLY & CURVED NYMPH**
- Size: 4
- Cty: 10
- Art. No: H118
- 8 x Long • Special Bend • Forged • Black Nickel

**DRY FLY**
- Size: 8
- Cty: 10
- Art. No: H123
- Round Bend • Turned Down Eye • Micro Barb
- Forged • Black Nickel

**DRY FLY**
- Size: 10
- Cty: 10
- Art. No: H125
- Sproat Bend • Turned Down Eye • Short Shank
- 2 x Fine Wire • Forged • Black Nickel
H 119 Nymph Fly

Eye - Down  
Wire - 1 X Strong  
Length - 2 X Long  
Bend - Round  
Forged  
Finish - L. Bronze

H 120 Streamer

Eye - Down  
Wire - 1 X Strong  
Length - 3 X Long  
Bend - Round  
Forged  
Finish - L. Bronze

H 127 Tube Fly

Eye - Straight  
Wire - 2 X Strong  
Length - 2 X Short  
Forged  
Finish - Black Nickel

H 126 Pike Hook

Eye - Straight  
Wire - Standard  
Long Shank  
Forged  
Finish - L. Bronze

NYMPH FLY

Size 10  
Qty. 10  
Art. No. H119  
1 x Strong • 2 x Long • Round • Forged • Black Nickel

STREAMER

Size 4  
Qty. 10  
Art. No. H120  
1 x Strong • 3 x Long • Round • Forged • Black Nickel

TUBE FLY

Size 2  
Qty. 10  
Art. No. H127  
Straight • 2 x Strong • 2 x Short  
Forged • Black Nickel

PIKE HOOK

Size 2  
Qty. 10  
Art. No. H126  
Straight • Long Shank • Forged • Black Nickel
Semirealistic Flies Set

May Fly
HMG-SRFS-01

Caddis
HMG-SRFS-02

Stone Fly
HMG-SRFS-03
Realistic Flies Set

Stone Fly Nymph

Realistic Set
Stone Fly Nymph
HMG-RFS-01

May Fly Nymph

Realistic Set
May Fly Nymph
HMG-RFS-02
Hemingway’s Fly Selection

Our flies are tied by a select handpicked group of professional fly tiers. This elite group is exclusively selected for their outstanding skill set and fly tying ability. All Hemingway’s flies are tied on Japanese high carbon forged, black nickel, steel hooks. Built to our strict set of standards using only Hemingway’s premium fly tying materials makes them extremely well-oiled fish catching machines. This standard introduces a whole new level of quality to assembled flies. These flies are sought after by some of the world’s top dealers, guides, and fishermen and are made in limited production, “so get them while you can!”

**Tungsten Peacock Quill Caddis Nymph**

- TPQCN Green HMG-F-01
- TPQCN Yellow Olive HMG-F-02
- TPQCN Orange HMG-F-03
- TPQCN Gray HMG-F-04
- TPQCN Brown HMG-F-05
- TPQCN Yellow HMG-F-06

**Tungsten Peacock Quill Mayfly Nymph**

- TPQMFN Light Brown HMG-F-07
- TPQMFN Red HMG-F-08
- TPQMFN Light Orange HMG-F-09
- TPQMFN Yellow HMG-F-10
- TPQMFN Yellow Olive HMG-F-11
- TPQMFN Light Orange HMG-F-12
CDC PEACOCK QUILL CADDIS PUPA

CDC PEACOCK QUILL CADDIS

CDC MICRO SPINNERS
CDC MAY FLY

CDCMF Natural
HMG-F-44

CDCMF Light Orange
HMG-F-45

CDCMF Light
HMG-F-46

CDCMF Yellow
HMG-F-47

CDCMF Red Brown
HMG-F-48

CDC FLOATING NYMPH

CDCFN Red Brown
HMG-F-49

CDCFN Brown
HMG-F-50

CDCFN Cinnamon
HMG-F-51

CDC SPARKLE CADDIS

CDCSC Light Orange
HMG-F-52

CDCSC Light Olive
HMG-F-53

CDCSC Brown
HMG-F-54

CDC LOOP WINGS MAY FLY

Naziv
HMG-F-55

Naziv
HMG-F-56

Naziv
HMG-F-57

Naziv
HMG-F-58

Naziv
HMG-F-59
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SALT WATER

SW1
HMG-F-91

SW2
HMG-F-92

SW3
HMG-F-93

PIKE STREAMER

PS1
HMG-F-94

PS2
HMG-F-95

PS3
HMG-F-96

JIG STREAMER

JS Red
HMG-F-98

JS Red1
HMG-F-98

JS Orange
HMG-F-99

JS Austria
HMG-F-97

Jig Gobby Light Brown
HMG-F-100

Jig Gobby Tan
HMG-F-101

JS Yellow
HMG-F-103

JS Chaartreuse
HMG-F-104

Jig Gobby Brown
HMG-F-105
Competition Flies
Handwoven high quality furled leaders, made out of silicone coated premium nylon. ‘No knot, no glue’ leader to line connection. Pre-looped to attach to the fly line using the simple loop-to-loop method.
Accessories

Furled Leaders

Pike/Musky
HMG-FL-PM

Salmon
HMG-FL-S

Taimen
HMG-FL-T

Fluoro Carbon
HMG-FL-FC1

Traditional Hi-Vis
HMG-FL-HiVis

Fluoro Carbon
HMG-FL-FC2

Heavy
HMG-FL-SH

Light
HMG-FL-SL

Medium
HMG-FL-SM
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Tenkara Fly Fishing line is created for traditional Japanese Tenkara fishing technique. Level line is very visible line so you can easily track casts and detect strikes better. This Hi Visibility Twisted Tenkara Level line comes in orange color and length 10ft/3.0m.

Tenkara Leather Lanyard is high quality lanyard, hand-crafted from genuine natural leather and rawhide beads.

Tenkara Flies

HMG-TF1  HMG-TF2  HMG-TF3  HMG-TF4  HMG-TF5
HMG-TF6  HMG-TF7  HMG-TF8  HMG-TF9  HMG-TF10
Lanyard

This high quality fly fishing lanyard is hand-crafted from genuine natural leather and rawhide beads. Features 5 spring clips.

Fly Leader & Line Wallet – Ventilated Pouch

Green Forest
HMG-FFWp-01

Orange
HMG-FFWp-02

Olive
HMG-FFWp-03

Red Wine
HMG-FFWp-04

Fly Leader & Line Wallet – 10 Ziplock Bags

Olive
HMG-FFWz-03

Red Wine
HMG-FFWz-04

Orange
HMG-FFWz-02

Green Forest
HMG-FFWz-01
Wooden Fly Box

- High quality handcrafted wooden fly box
- Made of walnut wood
- Great craftsmanship
- EVE foam for keeping flies